The concept of the non-holonomic system in the higher order space has been already given by the present author $[i]^{(1)}$ , and many operations in the system has been studied too [2] . It is Purpose of the present paper to treat the theory of. extensors in a subspace of the higher.order space under such the concept of the non-holonomic system. That is, we study, in \S 2 the operations introduced by A.
The present author. wishes to offer to Prof. $A_{:}K\Lambda WAGUCHI$ her thanks for his guidance. (1) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
. (2) Throughout this paper, repeated lower case Latin indIces call for summation 1 We get the following theorems for excovariant extensors. '. The connection theory of extensors referred to such the exsurface will be established parallelly that of tensors in the subspace of RIEIANNian space. (August, 1951) .
